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May the words… 

According to one online dictionary, responsibility is defined as "a duty or obligation to 

satisfactorily perform or complete a task that one must fulfill, and which has a 

consequent penalty for failure." 

Responsibility. I don't know about you, but growing up I had some fairly unpleasant 

associations with that word. I was responsible for walking the dog and cleaning up after 

him. I was responsible for making sure my two younger sisters were behaving 

themselves. I was responsible for completing all homework assignments in a timely 

manner. None of these duties brought much joy. Responsibility became, I suppose, 

something I would rather not have had, and avoided at all cost if possible.   

But then, when reading the Parable of the Talents, I realized that taking responsibility is a 

big component of what Jesus is trying to teach us.  

A Master who, as he is about to go away on a journey, summons his three servants, 

entrusting each with a portion of his assets.  5, 2, and 1 respectively. 

In Jesus’ time, a talent was equivalent to around fifteen years' worth of wages. So, for the 

fishermen, herders, peasants who heard our Lord’s words, trying to imagine taking 

responsibility for such vast sums was mind blowing. 

Even more so since the servant given five talents invests and doubles his assets, as does 

the servant who receives two. Both took significant risks, both were aggressive. When the 

Master returned, both were praised, given even more responsibility, promoted, and 

invited to share the joy of the master. 

But the third servant has a different story to tell. You see he was playing it safe-maybe 

due to fear. He knew the Master was a ruthless man, and will not be pleased if the 
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principle is lost. So, the third servant, out of fear, digs a hole and buries the money in the 

ground.  A safe practice if you didn’t want to risk loosing it.  When the Master returns 

and this servant is called upon to give an account, at least he can account for it down to 

the last penny. 

No great gain was achieved, but no harm was done, right? The cautious servant must be 

assuming that the Master will invite him to join his fellow servants in entering into the 

joy of the Master. Because he played it safe. 

But here comes the twist in the story that must have stunned Jesus' listeners. Jesus tells 

them that the Master treated this man very harshly. Not only was his single talent taken 

from him and given to the other successful investors, but on top of that, there was no 

invitation to the big party, instead, he is unceremoniously thrown into the outer darkness, 

where there is weeping and gnashing of teeth. 

Now there is a twist you wouldn't have expected, would you?  Who saw that coming? 

And what is Jesus trying to say to us today? 

There are are many theories out there.  But one thing is for sure; this isn't primarily a 

parable of financial judgment, after all. It's a parable of faith investment. Have we been 

given the treasure of faith? Are we willing to invest it, at all cost? Seeking God’s will 

above ours? 

Still, it has to make you wonder...must such risky responsibility taking be a component of 

faithful discipleship living?  

When you think of the lives that have mattered by making a difference for you, or for 

others, aren't they lives that have risked taking these instructions of Jesus seriously, 
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perhaps at some cost to themselves? Aren't they people who have responsibly worked to 

fulfill the most significant and meaningful tasks they could? 

Maybe you've experienced the harsh regret of lost opportunity, of wasted gifts. Avoiding 

that regret ought to have us asking ourselves again and again: Do I love deeply enough? 

Listen patiently enough? Care passionately enough? Give generously enough? Risk 

greatly enough? 

Yet sometimes while looking around at our deeply troubled world, our divisions and our 

distrust and our discouragement, we’re inclined to think our feeble efforts at resolving 

things aren't going to matter much in the whole scheme of things. Even if we had the 

parable's equivalent of five talents-full of faithfulness, who are we to suppose our 

investment of them in the world around us will change anything? Ever think that you'd 

like some guarantees before you took the risk to care or spent the effort to make a 

difference? 

When we entertain that kind of doubt, it helps to remember that the message of Jesus, and 

his love, his compassion, his trust, isn't something that actually belongs to us. Like the 

servants in the parable, we've not been entrusted with the gospel as if it is a personal 

treasure we can hoard. It's only given to us that we might take the responsibility to invest 

it. 

Back in 1876, Johanna (a little girl of ten) was placed in an almshouse in Tewksbury, 

Massachusetts. Johanna's mother had died, and not long afterward, her abusive father 

deserted the family. Johanna was wild and ungovernable, and she was nearly blind from a 

childhood eye infection. Her poor vision made reading impossible, limiting her formal 
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education. In the almshouse, she learned lessons in self-sufficiency but little else. There 

would appear to have been little hope for this girl. 

However, after a few years, a young woman named Maggie came to the almshouse. 

Maggie took an interest in Johanna and took her under her wing. Maggie "moved in the 

blackness of the almshouse like sunlight." Maggie grew flowers in her room. Maggie 

protected Johanna and the other vulnerable little girls. Maggie taught Johanna that while 

she was not responsible for having been left in the almshouse, she was responsible for the 

state of her spirit, wherever she was. Maggie was a young woman of devoted faith. 

Eventually, Johanna learned about the Perkins School for the Blind in Boston and 

convinced the almshouse overseers to send her there. She enrolled in 1880, and though 

her rough manners made the going tough at first, she persevered and graduated in 1886, 

as valedictorian of her class. 

After graduation, the director of Perkins School recommended Johanna, who was usually 

known by her nickname, Anne, for her first job. It would be quite a challenge. She was 

sent to Alabama to be teacher and governess to a seven-year-old blind and deaf girl 

named Helen Keller. 

This newly certified teacher, Anne Sullivan, knew about blindness, anger, and fear 

through the hardships of her life. But she also knew about grace and redemption and the 

responsibility to live faithfully because of the love of Maggie Hogan who made the grim 

reality of an almshouse life bearable and even hopeful for children. 

And so, Anne Sullivan began opening a new world to Helen Keller, who eventually 

authored twelve books, and was one of the first advocates for the Americans with 

Disabilities Act. 
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Now, most of us know something about the remarkable achievements of Helen Keller. 

And most of us know the story of her life-long, devoted friend and teacher, Anne 

Sullivan. But how many of us knew about Maggie Hogan? 

Yet, it is almost certainly true that without the simple, faithful, devotion of Maggie 

Hogan, invested with patience and trust in almshouse orphans, neither Anne Sullivan nor 

Helen Keller could have known the lives they did and achieved the remarkable things 

they did. 

It might not have appeared that Maggie had been given much to invest. But that's hard to 

judge, isn't it? 

What have you got to invest in God's world and among His precious people? If you have 

a secret stash of talents buried in your backyard today, I invite you to go. Dig them up 

and spread them around. Try investing them wherever you spot an opportunity. Use every 

ounce of what God has invested in you and make it matter. 

And what will be the outcome when we take on such investment opportunities? Of 

planting the seeds of faith?  We never know. Others' lives may be impacted in ways we 

never foresaw or could have predicted. But there is, according to this parable, a reliable 

result for us, as investors. The outcome for us is joy - an invitation to know the 

extraordinary, divine joy of our Master, and King. 

As Mother Teresa once said. 

In this life we cannot do great things. We can only do small things with great love." And 

so, let us go and dig up those talents, and do small things with great love.   

Amen. 

 


